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BE KNOWLEDGEABLE 
It was indeed an eventful 2018 and I wish everyone a 
joyous holiday. It has been a fruitful year, and I would 
like to take this opportunity to reflect on developments 
within our sphere. 

Some of you may not be aware, but we have a 
Construction Industry Transformation Program currently 
ongoing. With a timeframe from 2016 to 2020, 2018 is 
the mid-term year of this ambitious program. Being 
architects, we are of course very much involved in many 
initiatives under this program, which has a total of 117 
KPIs under 21 initiatives. One of the KPIs the formerly 
named ‘1 State 1 DCP Champion’ programme, which 
aims to transform the efficiency of our local authorities, 
starting with all state capitals. Through a series of 
workshops, meetings and case study, effort is being 
made to change the inner workings of our technical 
agencies and local authorities.

Members who are not aware of the progress may want to 
be informed that the programme started with six state 
capital local authorities in 2017, and another eight local 
authorities will follow suit beginning 2019.

To those who are impatiently waiting for this programme 
to reach the local authority of their concern, please bear 
with us. Over the years, it is expected that the state 
‘champion’ will be guiding other local authorities in the 
same state to be equally efficient by using the same 
methodology as the focus group. For now, I am 
encouraged by the show of support given by Ministry of 
Housing and Local Government (MOHLG) to improve our 
construction permit delivery. 

Recently, we received feedbacks regarding challenges in 
the matter of CCC, it is disheartening that many local 
authorities still impose ‘unnecessary requirements’ for 
the issuance CCC. Some of our members knew that the 
additional procedures and documents requested are 
unnecessary, but choose to fulfil the requirement to 
avoid from being ‘blackballed’ by the Napoleon. When 
submitting persons do not follow orders, complaint can 
be made to the respective Professional Board. But when 
the local authorities or technical agencies refuse to follow 
laws and regulations, members ask to whom should they 
submit their complaints to?

PAM Professional Practice Committee through FGDCP has 
forwarded complaints from our members to MOHLG for 
their actions, and several cases have been resolved while 
there are still a few outstanding issues. Most of the 
issues that are able to be resolved are the ones 
submitted with full details and facts of the cases. 
Therefore, you must know your stuff and document all 
evidence properly. I am not surprised if some of the 
practicing architects say that it is not their job to do that, 

and expect PAM to do everything to solve their problems. 
It goes to show that they lack important knowledge with 
regard to building regulations from the aspect of 
architectural services provider, and lacking in knowledge 
on the matters of their rights as practising architects. 

Even on CCC certification, there are members who still 
lack understanding on the basis of its existence and 
pressed instead to revert to CFO. For those not in the 
know, I urge you to refer to the LAM-PAM joint paper 
which detailed out the explanation on the matter of why 
CCC is more advantageous than CFO.

Another new year challenge that we encounter is on the 
matter of strata development. The new housing 
development regulations require vacant possession to be 
issued with CCC, while the Strata Management Act 
require for pre-approved Schedule of Parcels. In addition, 
the amended Strata Title Act needs certification of strata 
plan and title application prior to completion of 
construction. These new requirements started being 
enforced in June 2015. Strata developments which 
started around that date are expected to be completed in 
2018 and now, many problems were discovered. This led 
to several forum and discussion on strata development 
that members should all be aware of. I foresee that this 
matter will not resolve itself so readily and expect 2019 
to be riddled with strata related complications.

Aside from practice matters, 2018 was also an exciting 
year for many reasons. Earlier in the year, PAM was 
proud to organise the Affordable Housing Exhibition 
which brought us to an important discussion on 
sustainable urban housing. It also propelled us to be 
more vigilant towards unsustainable development. Also, 
this year, the Kuala Lumpur chair was ‘discovered’ 
through a competition held in conjunction with Kuala 
Lumpur Architecture Festival. Through public votes and 
judgement by a panel of juries, the selection of the 
winning chair drew the public to appreciate the 
aesthetics of design.

As the new year approaches, I urge members to stand 
united and close-knit, not only among the practising 
members but also with our young student members. 
Mentor them and inspire them to be architects that we 
can be proud of. One of the key learning points as PAM 
student members is the opportunity to be informed of 
the latest goings on of the profession, apart from the 
networking. 

To all members, I wish you a great year 2019. Happy 
new year. 

Ar. Ezumi Harzani Ismail
President, Pertubuhan Akitek Malaysia

BE KNOWLEDGEABLE 
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OPEN CALL FOR KLAF2020 DIRECTOR
SUBMISSION OF PROPOSAL

KUALA LUMPUR ARCHITECTURE FESTIVAL 2020 
- KLAF2020

After a successful KLAF2017 and KLAF2018 and in line 
with PAM policy for competitive procurement and 
opening up creative opportunities for PAM members, we 
are now inviting PAM members to submit bid proposals 
for the next KLAF Director, programme and theme. Since 
2017 we have implemented the appointment of KLAF 
director through open bid selection. PAM intended to 
continue the appointment of KLAF director through open 
bid selection process for all the upcoming years. The 
bidding is open to all PAM members of any categories to 
be appointed as the KLAF director. The director may 
appoint a chief curator and creative team members who 
is not a PAM member.

KLAF BACKGROUND
 
The Kuala Lumpur Architecture Festival (KLAF) is the 
main event of the architectural calendar in Malaysia. 
Organised by the Pertubuhan Akitek Malaysia (PAM) - 
Malaysian Institute of Architects. The festival began in 
2011, building from the successful DATUM:KL conference 
started in 2003.

The festival is designed as a platform for architecture, 
both within the industry and discipline. PAM’s objective is 
to construct a concentrated moment to bring together a 
constituency of influencers, projects, speculations and 
ideas, and to present them to the public at large in Kuala 
Lumpur and internationally.

KLAF has recently expanded into the public space outside 
our traditional boundaries of architectural, building and 
design professionals, with intention to relocate its 
agendas to focus on the public and the city at large, to 
invigorate and to launch discussions towards BETTER 
ARCHITECTURE, BETTER CITIES and the Architecture of 
TOMORROW.

Since 2017, KLAF has been reconfigured as an extended 
and expanded programme launched city-wide in various 
locations across Kuala Lumpur over an expanded period 
of two months. Among the programmes included in the 
festival are Archidex building trade show, DATUM 
conferences and forums, student programmes, public 
lecture, exhibitions, heritage tour and other activities to 
cater for public participation.

A. KLAF DIRECTOR
 
The proposed Director or Chief Curator shall:
• possesses good experience working with 

consultants and specialists (PR, a/v, data, digital, 
contractors etc.);

• has the ability to negotiate commercial contracts 
and agreements;

• has the ability to work independently, lead a group 
and work with other groups;

• possesses management skills in executing projects 
in detail and overview;

• be able to anticipate challenges ahead and plan for 
contingencies;

• be trustworthy and accountable;
• possesses a cheerful and positive disposition, a 

creative personality and possess a good network; 
and 

• has the ability to work under pressure.
 

B. RESPONSIBILITIES
 
The Director shall be responsible to set up an 
organisational structure, and to appoint or perform the 
function of Chief Curator and to set up curatorial team to 
fulfil the following tasks: 

• to programme a new KLAF theme or to continue 
with the previous KLAF theme;

• to structure the KLAF programmes;
• to pre-plan all KLAF programmes including getting 

the speakers, obtaining venues for satellite 
programmes;

• to participate in fundraising activities, meet with 
sponsors;

• to implement KLAF programmes including 
promotional activities, participants registration, 
coordination with event partners and sponsors; 

• to coordinate the implementation of various KLAF 
programmes;

• to periodically report the planning and 
implementation progress of KLAF to the chairman of 
Convention Committee and PAM Council; 

• to produce and publish on behalf of PAM;
• to organise an extensive programme of activities.
 
The Director shall undertake the Core Programmes in 
Section C and be responsible for leading the team 
established with PAM or Pusat Binaan Sdn Bhd (PBSB) 
and have to work with our Festival partners and 
organisations to develop collateral projects.
  



C. KLAF PROGRAMME
 
The submission of proposal must include KLAF Core 
Programmes as follows:
  
• Minimum two main exhibitions;
• Datum:KL international conference;
• Green design forum (DATUM:Green);
• KL Design Forum (DATUM:+);
• Professional Practice Forum (DATUM:Pro);
• Festival theme publication i.e. Books, catalogue or 

digital media;
• Students’ Programme;
• ‘Engaging Public’ Programme.
  

D. REQUIRED DOCUMENT
 
The submission of applications shall contain the following 
package of materials in digital form:
  
• A letter of submission with name of the applicant, 

name of proposed Director (if not the applicant), or 
group, with lead person and contact details 
indicated;

• Biography of the proposed Director;
• Biography of Chief Curator (if other than the 

Director);
• An organisational structure of the curatorial team;
• Profiles and biography of key personnel with 

descriptions of previous relevant experience;

• A general brief containing the conceptual and 
thematic proposal (max. 6 pages – A4) including:

 - Structure and organisation of the proposed 
KLAF2020,

 - Key elements of the proposed KLAF2020,
 - Suggestions and proposals for KLAF2020,
• Proposed fee and remuneration structure for the 

proposed Director and key personnel;
• Letter of references;
• Any other relevant information.

E. SUBMISSION OF PROPOSAL
 
All the document in Section D is required to be submitted 
electronically via email or electronic document transfer to 
zarina@pam.org.my. The submission of the proposal 
shall be in PDF format of not more than 10Mb. The email 
to be labelled in the subject or title as “Proposal for 
KLAF2020”. The sender of the proposal shall receive 
acceptance notification from PAM secretariat.
 
Any inquiry related to the submission, should be 
addressed to: zarina@pam.org.my. Inquiry received after 
15th January 2019 will not be entertained.
 
The deadline for the submission is: 
3:00pm, 31 January 2019
 
PAM reserves the right not to select any application if 
they do not meet the profiles and skills deemed 
necessary.
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PAM MEMBERSHIP NOVEMBER 2018

1. Mohd Fariq bin Adnan 
2. Kang Woi Keat
3. Soong Shin Foong 
4. Teoh Zhi Guo 
5. Heng Tze Wei 
6. Ahmad Fauzan bin Mohd Nor 

7. Tai Kian Min 
8. Puu Tzeh Yeong 
9. Shew Chin Teck 
10. Lee Ian Claudius 
11. Caleb Ong Yan Weng 

WELCOME TO ALL NEW PAM MEMBERS

GRADUATE MEMBERS

1. Adrian Sheng Jie Hong
2. Mohammad Amirul Arsyad bin Azman
3. Muhammad Nazmi bin Nazlan
4. Abdul Waafey bin Mohd Mazwil
5. Nurul Izzah binti Adzhar
6. Nur Aziemah binti Mohd Salleh
7. Amelia binti Badrul Isham

8. Ily Syahirah binti Hamdan
9. Lim Wen Jen
10. Edwin Seng Yong Wei
11. Nur Elya Ain binti Jasni
12. Noraisyah Mohd Ramli
13. Jeremiah Kon Jia Wei

STUDENT MEMBERS

1. Elma Belinda Gawaran Belen 
2. Azwan bin Yahaya 
3. Shaiful Asmar bin Ab Lah

ASSOCIATE GRADUATE MEMBERS

1. Kamilah binti Yusuf

ACADEMIC MEMBERS
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PAM TIGERS BRINGS HOME
THE RUNNER UP CUP FROM SHANGHAI

Congratulations PAM Tigers for being the runner-up in 
the recent World Architects Cup! The football tournament 
was held on 24 November 2018 in Shanghai, China. 
Apart from Malaysia, other participating countries were 
China (4 teams), Japan, Korea, and Thailand. 

In the first round, Malaysia was in Group C together with 
China C and China D. PAM Tiger led the score in Group C 
and went on to the semi-final against Thailand.  
Winning by penalty against Thailand, PAM Tigers 

proceeded to the finals against Japan Samurai. It was a 
heated match and the game ended with a 3-3 tie which 
led to another penalty shootout where the Samurais won 
over the Tigers 3-2.  

The tournament closed with a farewell dinner where our 
sporting PAM Tigers performed a ‘dikir barat’ for the 
audience.  



UNESCO and the International Union of Architects (UIA) 
are launching an initiative to associate UNESCO with the 
designation of the host cities of the UIA World Congress 
as World Capitals of Architecture. UNESCO's Assistant 
Director-General for Culture, Ernesto Ottone R., and UIA 
President Thomas Vonier signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding in Paris on 23 November 2018 to 
strengthen cooperation between the two organizations, 
which dates back to 1956.

UNESCO and the UIA have been at the forefront of the 
challenges of our time: mass urbanization, climate 
change and the need to preserve architectural heritage. 
The new Agreement between UNESCO and the UIA aims 
to extend the response to these challenges by 
developing opportunities through the mobilization of 
local and national governments, the media and 
communities.

As cities expand and develop at a rapid pace around the 
world, the initiative reflects the commitment of both 
organizations to promote urban issue, in line with Goal 
11 of the Sustainable Development Agenda for 2030: 
"Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, 
resilient and sustainable."

"UNESCO's association with the UIA's World Capital of 
Architecture initiative marks a new step in our 
long-standing partnership. The aim is to create new 
synergies between culture and architecture in an 

increasingly urban world, in which cities are hubs for 
ideas, trade, culture, science and social development in 
particular. Through this initiative, our ambition is to 
ensure that these cities are also perceived as open and 
creative spaces for exchange, invention and innovation," 
said Ernesto Ottone R.

The city designated as World Capital of Architecture will 
become a global forum for discussion on the pressing 
challenges of our world, through the prisms of culture, 
heritage, urban planning and architecture. UNESCO, UIA 
and local institutions will organize activities and events to 
promote projects that will involve not only architects and 
urban planners, but professionals from related sectors as 
well.

"We want to highlight how architects, with the help of 
local governments and communities, can play a key role 
in identifying solutions that benefit communities," said 
Thomas Vonier. "Connecting culture and architecture is 
essential to create inclusive, productive and sustainable 
cities and communities for all."

Through this initiative, UNESCO and the UIA are joining 
forces to develop urban solutions for the benefit of future 
generations through culture.

UNESCO AND UIA LAUNCH THE 
“WORLD CAPITAL OF ARCHITECTURE”
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1.0

No. Query The Committee has responded, 
as follows:- 

Nature of 
Queries

A house owner queried as follows:-

He received the key in October 
2012 and moved into the premises 
in 2014. He was then noticed 
defects (cracks) on the balconies of 
semi-D units of two phases.

He mentioned that the defects 
occur at similar places in all of the 
units of the phases. He believed 
that there might have been design 
flaw.

Thus, he would like PAM to 
investigate the possibility of design 
negligence as almost all of the 
cantilevered balconies of the unit 
displayed traces of cracks.

Prior, the house owner has lodged 
the complaint to both developer 
and Ministry of Housing. However, 
there was no response from the 
developer and the Ministry 
informed that it is beyond their 
jurisdiction.

WITHOUT PREJUDICE

Dear Sir,

We refer to your e-mail and write  as follows :

1. Unless there is a specific complaint against one of 
our members, PAM is unable to investigate defects 
which may appear in any building. 

 Please also be advised that as a private association 
of professional Architects, any resulting action by 
PAM is restricted to only disciplinary action against 
our members whom may be found to be in breach of 
our Code of Conduct. 

2. Nevertheless, PAM shall always endeavor to assist 
and advise the public as far as possible with any of 
their queries. 

3. Our advice in your case would be as follows :

a.  If the defect is common amongst most of houses 
within your development, you may want to approach 
your neighbours and consider collective action. 

b. We would then advise that you seek and obtain an 
independent assessment as to the cause of the 
defect. You may engage the services of any qualified 
Architect, Engineer or Building Surveyor of your 
choice to carry out this assessment. 

 Should you be unable to find any of the above to 
carry out such an assessment, you may consider 
approaching Architect Centre Sdn Bhd* for their 
services. 

 *Architect Centre Sdn Bhd, PAM Centre, Level 7,  
No.99L, Jalan Tandok, Bangsar, Kuala Lumpur.

 T: 03 2202 2866       
 E: info@architectcentre.com.my 

c. Subject to the results of the above assessment, we 
would then suggest that you seek legal advice to 
review your options for taking legal action against 
any of the parties whom may be responsible for the 
defect. 

Defects after 
liability period

QUERY – DECEMBER 2018QUERY – DECEMBER 2018
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No. Matter / Queries Queries (Q) /
Complaints to Developer (D) 
/ Complaints to Architect (A)

Answer refer
to others

Matter brought
up to others

LocationMonth

- Letter of Release
- CCC for old house
- Building was not built according to 

as-built drawings
- As-built drawings were not 

provided by Developer
- Obsolete fire alarm
- Termination of Architect
- Dispute on architect fee charges
- Architect refused to endorse 

building plan for subdivision of 
building

- Houses with 4 units to avoid HDA
- Building defects

- CIDB issue - not registered

- How to choose Architect ?
- What is Client’s rights?
- 1-phase or 3-phase supply for 

condo unit ?
- Safety of electricity supply
- Design issues - not fit for purpose
- 3’ depth 5’ high letter box
- Defects
- Leakage

- Architect’s responsibility
- Termination of Architect
- Quality of workmanship and 

finishes
- Malaysia Standard
- Shared AC ledge with no fire 

separation
- Floor trap position impractical
- Cooker switch with fire risk
- Fire risk in temple/ old buildings 

- Beam hacking
- Leakage
- 3 carpark space, but can fit 2 cars 

only
- Termination of D&B contract

- Procedure to build a house

- Postponement of Turnkey contract
- Legality of LOA
- Construction (D&B) started 

without approval
- No contact of the “Submission 

Architect”
- Building cracks 

- Dispute of Architect’s fees

- Wall cracks to old buildings

- Can Architect issue CMGD before 
all defects rectified ?

- Defects
- Design issue - wet corridor
- Structure issues - Wall and floor 

cracks
- Independent test on structure 

conducted
- Building extension procedure

Local Authority

/

M&E Engineer

/

/

KPKT, Legal, 
Building 

Inspector
CIDB

/

Electrical 
Engineer, Lawyer

/

Building 
Inspector

/

/

Developer

Building 
Inspector
Structure 

Engineer, HBA, 
Developer

Lawyer

/

/

LAM

C&S Engineer

LAM

C&S Engineer

Building 
Inspector

C&S Engineer, 
HBA, REHDA, 

Lawyer

Local Authority

Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley

Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley

Kelantan

Klang 
Valley
Bangi

Klang 
Valley

Klang 
Valley

Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley

Klang 
Valley

Klang 
Valley

Ulu Kelang

Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley

Klang 
Valley

Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley

Malacca

Klang 
Valley

Klang 
Valley

/

/

/

/

COB, Chiltern 
Insolvency S/B

/

/

/

Developer/ 
Management office

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/
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28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

Apr

Apr

May

May

Jun

Jun

Jul

Jul

Jul

Aug

Sep

Sep

Sep

Sep

Sep

Oct

Oct

Oct

Nov

Nov

Nov

Nov

Nov

Nov

Dec

Dec

Dec

D

Q

Q

D

A & D

Q

Q

D

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

A

A & D

A

D

Q

D

Q

Q

Q

Q

D

A

No. Matter / Queries Queries (Q) /
Complaints to Developer (D) 
/ Complaints to Architect (A)

Answer refer
to others

Matter brought
up to others

LocationMonth

- Toilet door location different from 
SPA drawing

- Inaccessible to stopcock in toilet
- How Architect choose a product / 

brand ?
- House renovation procedure

- Design issues - not fit for purpose
- Additional water tank and pump at 

backyard, not as per SP
- Design issues - not fit for purpose
- Bathroom door hits WC
- Wet corridor
- Roff drainage discharge to balcony
- What is state roll ? Queries on 

strata management.
- Building integrity
- Death of Architect 

- Latent defects
- Design issues
- Noise caused by lift

- Duties of Architect under PAM 
Contract

- Construction works started without 
proper contract

- Renovation and extension earlier 
without approval

- Calculation of plot ratio
- Schedule of Parcel on carpark bay
- Smelly floor trap
- Defects after DLP
- Architect refused to sign Schedule 

of Parcel drawings
- Issuance of CCC prior to lift 

inspection by JKKP
- Defects 
- Liquidated damages
- Housing tribunal process
- Dispute on consultant fee charges

- Defects - hollow tiles
- Quality/ Standard of workmanship
-  Uneven floor
- Dispute on architect fee charges

- Defects - wall misalignment

- Career transition from IT to 
Architecture at age of 52

- Defects not properly rectified

- Leakage in townhouse, from upper 
unit

- Power of SO on EOT
- Sectional completion
- Application for condo penthouse to 

be split parcel
- Stage certification
- Terminate of SPA by purchaser
- Defects in apartment unit - leakage
- Purchaser’s rights after DLP
- Limitation Act
- Premature certification by 

Architect
- Termination of SPA

Lawyer

/

/

Housing Tribunal

Developer

Building 
Inspector

Lawyer

Building 
Inspector

Independent 
specialist, Lawyer

/

/

/

LAM

/

/

/

Building 
Inspector

/

Lawyer

/

/

JMB, COB

/

/

/

/

LAM, Developer, 
Lawyer

Klang 
Valley

Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley

Klang 
Valley

Klang 
Valley

Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley

Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley

Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley

Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley

Negeri 
Sembilan

Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley
Klang 
Valley

Klang 
Valley

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

PAM, FT Minister

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

PAM

Developer/ 
Management office

/

/

PAM, KPKT

Housing tribunal, 
Lawyer

KPKT, LAM
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FGDCP MPSP DCP MANUAL WORKSHOP

On 12-13 December 2018, a workshop was held in 
Seberang Perai by the Focus Group in Dealing with 
Construction Permit (FGDCP) together with Majlis 
Perbandaran Seberang Perai (MPSP). The aim of the 
workshop is to finalise MPSP’s new submission manual 
for small scale non-residential projects. 

The manual would be a handy reference for developers, 
owners, submitting persons, external technical agencies 
and also by the internal departments of MPSP involved in 
planning approval all the way to issuance of CCC. By 
having the same manual for all parties, the process of 
getting plan approval and obtaining construction permit 
would be more transparent and efficient.

The effort to produce a submission manual for six state 
capital local authorities came hand in hand with the 
streamlining exercise undergone by the local authorities 
under the ‘1 State 1 DCP Champion’ program. For MPSP, 
their streamlining exercising started in 2017 through 
several workshops. We are pleased that MPSP was able 
to reduce their number of procedures from 55 to 27, 
while the number of days reduced from a whopping 497 
days initially, to 127.5 days. 

The workshop was led by the FGDCP facilitators Ir. Bashir 
Ahamed Maideen and Ar. Thirilogachandran. 
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PAM PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE FORUM

PAM Professional Practice Forum 11.0, 8 December 2018, 
Saturday, Professional Practice Forum 11.0 was held at 
the Dewan Presiden, PAM Centre, Jalan Tandok, Bangsar, 
Kuala Lumpur.

PAM Professional Practice Forum is organised by PAM 
Professional Practice Committee. It is an annual event 
that brings together Architects, allied professionals and 
industry players to discuss and address on matters and 
current issues faced by the profession and the industry. 

The Forum was held on 8 December 2018 at Dewan 
Presiden PAM Centre Jalan Tandok Bangsar. The session 
was convened by Ar. Chong Lee Siong, Co-chair of PAM 
Professional Practice Committee.  

This year the Forum invited three speakers namely Ar. S. 
Thirilogachandran, the Chairman of Professional Practice 
Committee. He presented two papers i.e. OSC 3.0: 
Issues and Challenges on the Ground and Update on 
Initiatives and second paper; Planning Submission by 
Architects: Issues, Challenges and Way Forward.

The Forum is honoured to have TPr Nik Mastura Diyana 
Nik Mohamad, Timbalan Pengarah Kanan, Jabatan 
Perancangan Bandaraya, Dewan Bandaraya Kuala 
Lumpur. She shared a topic on KL City Plan 2020, which 
was gazetted recently.

Ar. Ezumi Harzani Ismail, PAM President, spoke about 
Stratified Development Issues and Partial CCC. 

One of the highlight of the Forum is LAM-PAM Dialogue 
session, moderated by Ar. Chong Lee Siong. Panels 

representing Lembaga Arkitek Malaysia (LAM) are Dr. Ar. 
Tan Loke Mun and Ar. Chan Seong Aun. Both are the 
Board Member of LAM 2017/2019. Ar. Ezumi Harzani 
Ismail, PAM President 2017/2018 and Ar. S. 
Thirilogachandran, PAM Council Member 2017/2018 
representing Pertubuhan Akitek Malaysia (PAM).  

Scale of minimum fees is one of the issues raised at the 
dialogue session.

At the end of the Forum, a panel discussion was held and 
moderated by Ar. Chong Lee Siong. The questions from 
the audience were address at the session too. Full-day 
forum was emceed by Ar. Adrianta Aziz.

The Forum concluded at approximately 5.45pm. It was a 
well-attended event. The Committee would like to thank 
DAVCO as the sponsor of the event.

Registration counter opened at 8.30am. PAM Contract 2018 
was also available for sale.

DAVCO, event sponsor, conducted lucky 
draws for the participants.

TPr Nik Mastura Diyana presented her 
paper on KL City Plan 2020

LAM-PAM Dialogue Session, moderated 
by Ar. Chong Lee Siong

Panel discussion conclude the Forum 
session Q&A session at the end of the Forum

Well-attended event.



DECLARATION OF NATIONAL HERITAGE
AND NATIONAL HERITAGE SITE

The National Heritage Department (Jabatan Warisan Negara – JWN) on 3 December 2018, has sent to PAM 
the list of National Heritage Buildings and National Heritage Sites gazetted under the National Heritage Act 
2005 (Act 645). 

JWN is keen in collaborating with PAM in conservation of heritage buildings and sites that were gazetted 
under the Act or any building listed in their inventory list. Any conservation project or plan to these buildings 
and heritage sites are expected to be done in accordance to the conservation guidelines to preserve its 
originality and integrity. 

Architects are expected to support the efforts in preserving these heritage buildings and sites. The list of 
gazetted heritage buildings and sites are available at PAM Secretariat office. Members may contact PAM 
secretariat office to obtain the list. 

PAM Heritage and Conservation Committee will notify our members again when the lists are uploaded to our 
website and ready to be downloaded by PAM members.
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DESIGN LECTURE SERIES
BY SHAU : HYBRID TYPOLOGIES
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As the final edition of the 2018 Design Lecture Series, we 
recently had award-winning, Bandung and Rotterdam 
based Florian Heinzelmann and Daliana Suryawinata 
from SHAU to present their works titled Hybrid 
Typologies. The lecture was well received, with the seats 
filled to capacity well before the starting time at 7:45pm. 
The lecture was held at Black Box, PUBLIKA on 12 
December 2018.

SHAU was established in 2009 by Heinzelmann and 
Daliana together with Tobias Hoffman who ran the 
German based office in Passau, Germany. Though less 
than ten years in operations, their works has garnered 
accolades and awards including the WAFX Awards for 
‘Smart Cities’ category won in Berlin in 2017, the Small 
Firm of the Year in Sustainable Architecture from the 
American Architecture Prize 2017 in New York, and Silver 
Prize for LaFarge Holcim Asia Pacific 2017 in Kuala 
Lumpur, Architizer Jury and Public Choice A+ Award in 
Community and Architecture category in New York. 

Shau Architects was also recently shortlisted as Dezeen’s 
Emerging Architect of the Year 2018 and nominated as 
Beazley’s Design of the Year 2018, both in London.

SHAU is actively involved in various cultural and creative 
events worldwide and has participated in international 
exhibitions such as Venice Biennale and the International 
Architecture Biennale Rotterdam. SHAU was also the 
force behind the creation of ‘Kota Tua Creative Festival’ 
and ‘Jakarta Vertical Kampung’ masterclass.

From their presentation, Heinzelmann and Daliana 
proved their passion in Architecture through several 
social projects including the popular urban square Alun 
Alun Cicendo in Bandung, the Bandung micro-libraries 
projects and the ‘Muara Angke Fishing Village’ housing 
and masterplan in Jakarta.

Design Lecture Series will continue next year on 23 
January 2019 with a paper titled ‘Dispersed 
Infrastructures for New Collective Urban Constellations’ 
by Jason Hilgefort. 
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PAM SUPPORTS 
THE GAZETTE
OF KUALA LUMPUR 
CITY PLAN 2020

Kuala Lumpur, 10 December 2018: Malaysian Institute of 
Architects (PAM - Pertubuhan Akitek Malaysia) wishes to 
congratulate the Ministry of Territories, its Minister YB Tuan 
Haji Khalid Bin Abd. Samad, as well, the Kuala Lumpur City 
Hall (DBKL), for successfully gazetting the much-anticipated 
Kuala Lumpur City Plan (KLCP 2020) on 30 October 2018. 

Between May to August 2008, a draft KL local plan was 
launched and circulated for public engagement. Since 2005 
however, more than 10,000 people were engaged through 
various forums, briefing sessions, workshops and surveys in 
preparation of the plan. Through these various efforts, the 
KLCP 2020 managed to encapsulate and consolidate all 
feedbacks and suggestions raised though public 
consultations, together with new development directions up 
to year 2015.

In engaging all those that shared their thoughts for the 
KLCP 2020, a total of 20 public workshops, 14 briefing 
sessions, 21 focus group sessions and multiple open days 
were held. Through the various engagements, the following 
primary needs of the people of KL were concluded:

i. Good and reliable public transportation system;
ii. Safe and walkable city;
iii. Better living standard in a conducive physical 

environment;
iv. Employment and business opportunities in the City; 

and
v. Quality urban environment and inner city living.

The importance behind the gazetting of the KLCP 2020 
revolves around the protection of the city and its citizens’ 
interests, while acknowledging the needs and desires of the 
people. The process of updating the Draft City Plan took 
several years prior to being finalised in 2015, with many 
NGOs and members of the public urging for its gazettement 
as a positive move and a step forward towards Kuala 
Lumpur achieving the status of a World Class Sustainable 
City.  

KL City Hall has also taken proactive measures in their 
implementation of policies and programmes to support the 
city development in achieving the needs of the people. 
Public transportation system has improved with the 
implementation of the KL free bus network, new MRT 
system, extension of the LRT system and new highways 

interconnecting the City and Greater Klang Valley. Further 
improvements are underway with the ongoing MRT2 
project, and MRT3 in the pipeline to solve connectivity and 
last-mile solutions. The pedestrian support network has 
been vastly-improved, with dedicated pathways, bridges 
and anti-snatch-theft fencing provided in the city centre to 
elevate safety and walkability. 

The rapid development of Kuala Lumpur attracts local and 
foreign direct investments, which in turn creates further 
employment and business opportunities. However, such 
substantial development requires some measure of control 
and proper planning to minimise adverse effects to the city. 
Comprehensive local and area plans need to be carefully 
studied, publicly presented through proactive engagements, 
and successfully established once ready, to achieve good 
development governance. 

With the gazettement of KLCP 2020, the base is now set for 
legislated development control, in particular land-use 
zoning, density, plot ratio and special economic areas. At the 
same time, gazetted green areas, public parks and 
amenities will be protected against unnecessary 
development. Any future development shall only be 
approved for implementation if it is in line with KLCP 2020. 

Although there are various rooms for improvement within 
KLCP 2020, it is necessary so as to set a baseline for KL city 
planning and ensure developments are being implemented 
within certain planning control. The gazetted plan should be 
dynamic enough so that in the future, it can be amended as 
and when necessary. Under the Federal Territory (Planning) 
Act 1982 (Act 267), a local plan cannot be amended without 
first being gazetted, and thus, through gazetting the KLCP 
2020, the planning control implemented based on the draft 
plan will no longer be loose and be out of hand. 

In actuality, KLCP 2020 will have a very short life span as a 
new plan needs to be gazetted in late 2020 for 
implementation between 2021 to 2040. PAM is willing and 
offers its representation and active participation in the KL 
Planning Advisory Board, to prepare the upcoming KLCP 
2040. PAM also shares the mutual hope of initiating 
sufficient engagement session amongst members of public 
and NGOs, a prudent move indeed in proactively looking out 
for the interest of the citizens of Kuala Lumpur and our 
country as a whole.
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Council approved the new membership applications for November 2018 of 11 
Graduate Members, 3 Associate Graduate Members, 1 Academic Member, 13 
Student Members and 1 Resignation of Corporate Member.

Council unanimously agreed to nominate the following names as PAM 
representatives on Majlis Akreditasi dan Pendidikan Senibina Malaysia 
(MAPS) 2018 – 2020. The nominated names are as follows:

i) Ar. Abu Zarim Abu Bakar                 
ii) Dato’ Ar. Zulkhairi Md Zain              
iii) Ar. Wan Sofiah Wan Ishak      

Council unanimously agreed to nominate Ar. Ang Chee Cheong as the nominated 
member of SUHAKAM for the term 2019-2022, to be considered by SUHAKAM.  

Awards and Competitions Committee presented the proposed categories for PAM 
Awards 2019 list as follows:

1. Single Residential
2. Multiple Residential Low Rise
3. Multiple Residential High Rise
4. Public & Institutional
5. Education
6. Alteration & Addition
7. Conservation
8. Overseas
9. Commercial Low Rise
10. Commercial High Rise
11. Showroom
12. Sports & Recreation
13. Planning & Master Planning
14. Building of the year 2019

The Education Committee reported that PAM Master Architecture Thesis 
Exhibition 2019 objectives are as follows:

1. To compile and archive quality and excellent works of Master Thesis to 
become a benchmark and references not only for future students but also to 
the practitioners. 

2. To collate and correlate various approaches/methodology on teaching 
approaches for various courses in Master Architecture programme.

3. There will be two parallel event which one is for the student and another one 
is for the academician.

Housing and Urban Wellbeing Committee reported that Housing +Urbanity 
Symposium (H+U 2018) was held at the Intellectual Property Academy (IPA), 
Menara UOA Bangsar and received 223 participants.

International Affairs Committee reported that the UIA International Forum on 
Mass Tourism in Historic Cities will take place in Baku, Azerbaijan, at the Heydar 
Aliyev Centre from 8 to 10 June 2019.

The AIA Conference on Architecture 2019 (A’19) will be held on 6 – 8 June 
2019 at Las Vegas.  

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF THE SEVENTH 
MEETING OF PAM COUNCIL 2018-2019 HELD 
ON 30 NOVEMBER 2018 AT PAM CENTRE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF THE SEVENTH 
MEETING OF PAM COUNCIL 2018-2019 HELD 
ON 30 NOVEMBER 2018 AT PAM CENTRE



For more enquiries:
BASF (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd.
Tel no. +603 5628 3888, Email : shivram.bagade@basf.com
www.master-builders-solutions.basf.com.my/en-my

Possibly the “World’s Toughest Floors” since 1969, Ucrete® industrial flooring has been 
engineered to meet the toughest demands of the modern processing industry. Be it a food 
processing plant, commercial kitchen or a confectionery facility, Ucrete® is the perfect long 
lasting and cost-effective solution for your floors. Its non-taint quality ensures that application 
can be done in the presence of food and other consumable products. This will result in 
smoother operations, increased productivity and overall output increases. All these without 
jeopardizing cleanliness and safety.

Ucrete® Industrial Flooring
Possibly The World’s Toughest Floor
– trusted since 1969
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